THE REAL BEAUTY IS
BELOW THE SURFACE

Enhance what’s below the surface with unique colors and textures.

PLASTER
ANSYLBRITE
Complement your pool with the world’s most beautiful exposed aggregate finish. This premium-quality formula delivers outstanding color, luster and glamour to any pool. Its durable surface resists chipping and staining from harsh weather conditions and chemical usage.

NATURAL PEARL
This smooth pebble pool finish takes any pool to new heights of dazzling luminescence. Its unique finish combines smaller, delicate hand-selected pebble aggregates with reinforced white Portland cement. The result is a pool finish that feels as smooth as the surface of a precious pearl.

Please Note: Actual finish and water color may differ from digitally photographed and reproduced samples. The water’s depth, angle of sunlight, surrounding environment, and proximity to a home can all be determining factors. Water color may differ slightly as variations in shade and contrast are natural. We strongly recommend viewing actual swimming pools in person before deciding on a color.

Cobalt Emerald Granite Blue Black
Onyx Sapphire
WE HAVE A TILE FOR EVERY STYLE

Incorporating designer tiles into the walls and steps of your pool, and even around your custom spa, creates a stylish look that you would see at an exotic resort or five-star hotel.

ANTHONY & SYLVAN STANDARD TILE COLLECTION

Our wide selection offers designer tiles that are frost-proof and acid-resistant – so that your design will last in a variety of water and chemistry conditions. Our tiles come in an array of colors, patterns and finishes to complement any pool design.

ADD A DECORATIVE TOUCH WITH COPING

From indigenous local stone to brick or concrete, the number of finishes and configurations for your pool or spa perimeter is endless. In addition to being naturally beautiful, coping can keep your pool or spa cooler to the touch and safer for individuals getting in or out.

PEOPLE'S CHOICE

Incorporating designer tiles into the walls and steps of your pool, and even around your custom spa, creates a stylish look that you would see at an exotic resort or five-star hotel.

ANTHONY & SYLVAN STANDARD TILE COLLECTION

Our wide selection offers designer tiles that are frost-proof and acid-resistant – so that your design will last in a variety of water and chemistry conditions. Our tiles come in an array of colors, patterns and finishes to complement any pool design.

ADD A DECORATIVE TOUCH WITH COPING

From indigenous local stone to brick or concrete, the number of finishes and configurations for your pool or spa perimeter is endless. In addition to being naturally beautiful, coping can keep your pool or spa cooler to the touch and safer for individuals getting in or out.
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The entities doing business as Anthony & Sylvan Pools include Anthony & Sylvan Pools Corporation, Anthony & Sylvan Corp., and Anthony & Sylvan Pools North Carolina LLC. Anthony & Sylvan’s statewide licenses/registrations: #SPB.0000089 and #HIC.0501976(CT); #2006201521(DE); #410512000233 (DC); MHIC#129792 (MD); #13VH01546700 (NJ); #0023414 (NV); #68766 (NC); #006381 (PA); #2701011419A (VA RFC/ELE); and #WV030223 (WV). FOR INFORMATION ABOUT CONTRACTORS AND THE NEW JERSEY CONTRACTORS’ REGISTRATION ACT, CONTACT THE NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND PUBLIC SAFETY, DIVISION OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS AT 1.888.656.6225.